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The following are a selection of testimonials received by MEI Conferences:

- "The word on block all over the world is “don’t miss one of your [MEI] conferences”
  Prof. Cyril O’Connor, Chairman, International Mineral Processing Council

- "Congratulations on Flotation 2007. It was an excellent meeting."
  Prof. Graeme Jameson, University of Newcastle, Australia

- "Once again a well organised conference [Computational Modelling ‘13] by MEI. That’s why I bring along doctoral students and fellow researchers to it."
  Dr Bertil Pålsson, Luleå University of Technology, Sweden

- "This conference [Process Mineralogy ‘12] has developed into a leading forum for Process Mineralogy."
  Dr. Wolfgang Baum, FLSmidth, USA

- "This intimate conference [Nickel Processing ‘12] was excellent, smoothly run ... with a good range of papers covering most aspects of nickel processing of both laterites and sulphides. The venue was first-rate and the conference set aside the right amount of time to meet and have discussions with fellow delegates.”
  Anne Oxley, Alyssum Ventures, UK

- "Comminution ‘14 not only enhanced my knowledge but also helped me identify solutions to the milling circuit I manage. Some of the discussions we had, we have carried them forward as part of the business process improvements. I also managed to identify with a huge pool of knowledgeable people from across the world." 
  Clifford Farai Mutevhe, Anglo American Platinum, Zimbabwe

- "Physical Separation 09 was my first professional international conference which was held in a very unique friendly atmosphere. In amazing sessions, I got a great amount of important insights and useful information. I impatiently look forward to take part in another MEI conference next year.”
  Golnaz Jozanikohan, University of Tehran, Iran

- "It was a great pleasure to meet you at Physical Separation ’09 in Falmouth, a nicely organized event that I enjoyed very much indeed. Being able to discuss with other colleagues our interests at a greater length, I should also say that Physical Separation ’09 was a great occasion.”
  G. Dodbiba, University of Tokyo, Japan

- "I congratulate you for a very successful conference. I met valuable colleagues which may result in lasting relationships. This Comminution 08 conference did move my career forward in a meaningful way. It was one of the most productive conferences I have ever attended.”
  Prof. Tarik Ozkahraman, University of Suleyman, Turkey

- "This conference [Flotation 07] will go down in the history of flotation as a point of reference when flotation turned a new page and moved on to its next level of knowledge and best practice.”
  Dr. Norman Lotter, Xstrata Process Technology, Canada

- “Thanks Barry to you and your team for all the hard work in bringing the conference [SRCR ’11] together. Great conference after-hours activities and I thoroughly enjoyed myself over the full three days.”
  Glen Corder, Sustainable Minerals Institute, Australia

- “Thanks for the conference [Comminution ‘10]. It was a great networking opportunity and an excellent variety of papers and topics were discussed.”
  Braam Durant, Anglo Platinum - DML, South Africa

More: www.min-eng.com/conferences/testimonials.html